
 

 

 

Start your day by defining your own definition of success. Yes, each day. What 
will it take to make you feel successful today? Success is something that often 
eludes people due to a simple mistake of over estimating it. When you leave 
success too far out in front of you it becomes to seemingly difficult to reach, 
attain, feel and apply to yourself.  
 
Be successful today by looking realistically at what you would like the day to 
bring you. Don’t forget each day is going to be different but each day brings 
you the opportunity to define success and achieve it. Let’s say today you need 
rest and the opportunity to read. Say to yourself “today I am successful by 
resting and reading”. Go ahead then and just focus on accomplishing that. 
Prioritize your day and get it done. At the end of the day ask yourself did you 
achieve it? Yes, well then, you are successful in your own mind.  
 
What is really important about this exercise is you are giving yourself a 
perspective of being successful while gaining the habit of reflecting upon and 
complementing yourself each day. Then what you feel inside “I am successful” 
is reflected on the outside by external events (opportunities, money, 
wellbeing) and other people.  
 
Life has many aspects to it and to become truly successful you really need to 
find a balance in every area. So apply the above exercise to every aspect of 
your life. This technique will require you to stop and reflect on what is really 
important to you in all areas of your life.  
 
By defining success each day you define what is important to you and it 

redefines what you need to do to feel successful. Feeling successful each day 

helps to create overall change by small deliberate successful steps. 
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